
Web security solutions for 

Education

Next generation,
real-time web filtering 

Fast, comprehensive
reporting

Social media controls
including YouTube

BYOD &
remote filtering

Centralized
Management

e-Safety that 
you can trust

Protect your networks with the number one solution in UK education



Here’s why people choose 
us year after year:
We are a pro-active developer. When URL lists were 
not enough to handle the rise of Web 2.0, we developed 
the market’s first real-time content analysis engine. 
There is now no substitute for on-page content analysis.

When more and more users wanted the flexibility to work 
and learn remotely, we developed a mobile filtering 
system to allow filtering policies to be applied to off-site 
devices in the same way as those in the same physical 
network.

Today, we have a market-leading feature set:

 ■ Real-time content analysis

 ■ BYOD support across all platforms

 ■ “Who, What, When, Where” policy building

 ■ Social media controls — including YouTube 

 ■ HTTPS filtering

 ■ Anonymous proxy detection

 ■ Forced safe search

 ■ Control content posted to the web

Teaching and Learning
The web is an incredible teaching resource, and the last 
thing you need is an obstacle to getting the materials 
you need. Our combination of real-time filtering and 
Swurl delegated management can keep the web open 
to you safely — not lock it down.

 ■ Comprehensive reporting

 ■ Bandwidth optimisation

 ■ P2P filesharing prevention

 ■ Layer 7 application control (DPI)

 ■ Next Generation Firewall

 ■ Central management

 ■ Swurl delegated blocklist management

 ■ User portals

Solutions for 

EducationMore than

5000 
UK schools 

and 

50 UK councils
trust our SWG and UTM 
web filtering products to 
protect their users and 

networks

visit
smoothwall.com/evaluate

for your free trial

What makes Smoothwall the 
easy choice for educational 
institutions throughout the UK?
It’s no accident that we have become the leading web 
filter in UK schools. We’ve listened to your feedback, 
and developed solutions to the real problems faced by 
educators every day. 

You have large networks with hundreds (or thousands) 
of users — all with different requirements. Our products 
provide flexible policies, straightforward management, 
and support for a diverse range of devices.

You want flexible, reliable e-Safety, and you don’t want 
to worry about it. This is where we come in.
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Solutions for 

Education

Smoothwall UTM is the all-in-one 
solution designed for UK schools.
With so many schools changing status, or moving away 
from large authorities, there are a lot of new decisions to 
be made. 

We aim to make life a little easier by offering a way 
to solve as many problems as possible with a single 
product. UTM provides a full suite of tools to keep your 
users, and your network, safe.
   

Next-Generation Firewall
Network security without multiple devices. Now with 
Application Control to block elusive Layer 7 traffic.

Real-Time Web Filtering
Our real-time content analysis protects you against 
content too new for URL lists — without having to block 
entire sites.

Comprehensive Reporting
View web activity on your network in real-time, or 
generate historical reports from hundreds of available 
templates.

Email Security and Anti-Malware
Protect your email users from spam and malware, and 
stop web-borne malware at the gateway using zero-day 
identification.

Why our BYOD 
support is the 
best available

 ■ Compatible with all 
platforms: iOS, Windows, Android, 
OSX, Blackberry... everything.

 ■ Per-user authentication and policies:     
no blanket policies needed — be as 
granular as you like.

 ■ Single Sign-on: Authenticate on joining 
the Wi-Fi network, with no need to     
re-authenticate each time!

“The best thing about 
Smoothwall is that I can set 
this up and let it run without 
the need to constantly 
monitor if it’s doing its job — 
because I know it simply is.”

 - Richard Orrick
Network and Systems Manager, Kings Priory School
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Smoothwall are exceptionally proud to support the 
Internet Watch Foundation. 

Report criminal content at www.iwf.org.uk/report

“Always excellent service from the Support Desk. Having 
been in IT support myself for over 40 years, I recognise 
effective support when I receive it.”

- Mike James
IT Technician, Sir Frederic Osborn School

“Service great, product great....what more could I say 
— or want?”

- Gary Holder
ICT Systems Manager, Stoke Damerel Community College

Our flexible, powerful web security solutions allow you to safely 
and reliably provide connectivity to students, staff, and anyone 
in between.  

The combination of the most innovative, reliable technology 
and the most capable support engineers ensures the best 
experience for you and your users.

It’s the reason that more than 5000 UK schools and 50 UK 
councils trust Smoothwall — and why you should too.

Visit www.smoothwall.com/evaluate 
or call 0870 1 999 500 today for your free evaluation.


